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however, i feel that the fate wishes bestowed on heejung and heo yeong was too harsh. i don't know why people are acting like such a critic towards it and
they are just going by the book that they all know. everyone who's experienced it all will have a different opinion, but is it too much? wishes was just too
harsh on heejung. it's like he pushed the girl i am to my breaking point. the only reason why heejung couldn't accept it was because she tried to make

herself into something she was not, and she tried to push away what she really did want. it's not that i hate her character, it was just the wrong way she
was feeling, and she was too stubborn to learn. i hope that she did learn at least something from it. that was kind of the whole point of heejung's ending,
but it was a rather pessimistic ending. the whole reason i played this game was to see the first love like ending, and i guess i got that, but i would have

preferred a more optimistic ending. what happened to her character was great, and i loved how it was done, but it just wasn't what i wanted. it was almost
as if she was punished for it even though she was feeling the same way. i guess i'm just gonna have to wait for the last chapter of celestial journey before i
get my next story with a happy ending. but even if i have to go through one more route with heejung, i'll definitely do it! i also liked the subtle lessons that
were covered by the game. for the most part it did encourage us to read these points. but it was pretty subtle. overall, the most important points from this
game i guess have been: #you can only control yourself and what you can control to change yourself into the perfect person you think you should be. #the

world is never as perfect as you might believe it to be.
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dandelion -wishes brought to you- is a female-oriented game developed
by cheritz. the game was released in south korea in august, 2012. the

english translation for dandelion was released on nov, 2012. dandelion is
known as a unique dating simulation with a sensational storyline and

charming characters. you will notice fantastic art work, beautiful music,
and you will experience dramatic emotions throughout the game. it was

really surprising to see the desperation that comes from the wizard,
especially when he is so calm and even cruel whenever he meets heejung

at the end of each route. it is also ironic that the wizard goes after
someone that he could have never met because of how she handles all

the situations that she is placed in; towards the end of his explanation he
has become the same as all the animals he placed in his twisted game

(something that he seems to mock them over whenever they meet,
though he has is in the same boat as them, possibly for quite longer). it

could be further said that he has become as desperate as the people that
come to see him in order to be in a world where he can be with heejung
there is a sense of a darker want to his wish because heejung has never

meet him, unlike the animals whose wishes are connected to people they
care about, this is shown extremely clearly in the monologue he goes into

during the last scenes of his explanation. the irony of it all is really
wonderful; especially considering that the wizard entered this madness

willingly since heejung never knows who he really is outside of him using
his ability to grant her wish and then quickly forgets him it is the opposite

of most situations the animals came to get his help for. 5ec8ef588b
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